At Allianz Commercial, Entertainment is our passion. Since the silent film era in the 1890’s, Allianz has covered a broad portfolio of risks including Hollywood blockbusters, independent films, music tours, festivals and other live events.

We continue to increase our product line and are happy to offer cancellation and non-appearance product to our agency partners.

**The basics**
- Our form is Non-Admitted / Surplus Lines
- $3,500.00 minimum premium
- Agent is responsible for taxes and fees

**Types of events**
- Sporting Events
- Music Events, Festivals, Worldwide Tours
- Theatrical Productions
- Conferences, Exhibitions, and Trade Shows
- Award Shows/Fundraisers
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**Non appearance insurance**
Provides coverage for costs, expenses and guarantees for a non appearance of a specified person(s) at an event and that event is:

- Cancelled
- Abandoned
- Postponed
- Interrupted
- Curtained
- Relocated

The triggers of the Non Appearance coverage would be:
- The death of any insured person(s).
- Accidental bodily injury or illness of any insured person(s)
- Travel delay

If the artist is insured, coverage for contractual guarantees can be included.

**Cancellation Insurance**
Provides coverage for cost and expenses or gross revenue of an event if that event is:

- Cancelled
- Abandoned
- Postponed
- Interrupted
- Curtained
- Relocated

The loss must be caused by circumstances that are not otherwise excluded and is beyond the control of both the Insured and the participant(s) therein.

Extra Expense Coverage for additional costs or charges to avoid a total loss.

Expenses can include:
- Contracts with vendors
- Venue rentals
- Guarantees to talent, etc.

**About Allianz**
Allianz Commercial is the Allianz center of expertise and global carrier for insuring mid-sized businesses, large enterprises and specialist risks. Powered by the people, financial strength, and network of the world’s leading insurance brand, we help our customers prepare for what’s ahead.

For more information please contact: az.commercial.marketing@allianz.com
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